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Introduction

In our two conferences and this
publication, we consider the major impact
of western countries’ public sector reform.
Public sectors will, for example, need
private sector asset management
techniques as they rationalise their real
estate portfolios. We also look at the
implications for asset managers of
governments tackling pension fund
affordability.

The wave of regulation almost upon us
will undoubtedly burden many asset
managers. At our October 2010
Alternative Investment Fund Managers
directive seminar in London, a survey of
186 predominantly alternative investment
managers concluded that the directive
would both raise fees for investors and
reduce the profitability of hedge fund,
private equity and real estate managers.
Forty one percent thought fees would rise
as a result of the directive and more than
half thought the directive would reduce
their profitability, in spite of the likely rise
in fees. Several articles in this publication
examine the various impacts of the
directive.

Similarly, governments’ drive to maximise
tax revenues – partly through more
transparency, tax information exchange
and enforcement action – means that the
tax function is now at the forefront of
company and investment decisions. 

Asset managers and real estate companies
need intelligent strategies for navigating
these treacherous waters. Over the next
five years, seizing today’s emerging
opportunities will be essential to success. 

As the consequences of the credit crisis become clearer, this is a time of
exceptional change for asset managers and real estate companies alike.
Shifting economics, onerous new regulation and a drive for greater
transparency in reporting are creating challenges – yet also some
opportunities.

Kees Hage
Managing Editor
Asset Management News
PwC (Luxembourg)
+352 49 48 48 2059
kees.hage@lu.pwc.com

41%
thought fees would rise as a result of
the directive and more than half
thought the directive would reduce
their profitability, in spite of the
likely rise in fees.

At our October 2010 Alternative Investment Fund Managers directive seminar
in London, a survey of 186 predominantly alternative investment managers
concluded that the directive would both raise fees for investors and reduce the
profitability of hedge fund, private equity and real estate managers.
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Alternative investment managers
have great opportunity in the
post-crisis world, yet to capitalise
on this they must navigate a range
of regulatory challenges, investor
demands and changes in markets.

Within the alternative investment
industry, the credit crisis’s reverberations
are creating challenges that are rapidly
redefining the sector. 

Hedge, private equity and real estate
managers all need to adapt to varying
degrees to an environment where
regulation, tax, the product range, the
investor base and even the underlying
markets are undergoing rapid and
dramatic change.

Yet the credit crisis has also brought great
opportunity for alternatives managers.
More than ever, institutional investors are
convinced of the need to diversify their
portfolios of assets. They recognise that
the best alternatives managers offer them
the potential to both diversify and protect
a portion of their assets. Notably, there is
a flow of institutional assets into the
hedge fund sector, especially to the largest
managers with the best governance and
infrastructures.

For some of the smaller hedge and private
equity managers, however, the growing
regulatory, tax and transparency
demands will lead to a substantial
increase in costs.

Surfing the wave of
regulation
European alternative managers face a
tsunami of regulation and will soon be the
most heavily regulated worldwide.
Already subject to national regulations,
they will soon need to comply with the
European Union’s Alternative Investment
Fund Managers (AIFMD) directive, and
many will have to register with the US

Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC)
following the Dodd-Frank Wall Street and
Consumer Protection Act.

These regulations will be implemented
soon – SEC registration is required by
July 2011 and the AIFMD will probably
become effective in early 2013.
Complying with regulations will require
stronger controls, reporting and record-
keeping. Above all, the compliance
function must have the resources and
authority to fulfil its task.

Preparing for growing tax
challenges
In addition, the tax environment is
increasingly challenging. Tax authorities
are stepping up audit activity, enhancing
information reporting rules, introducing
legislation to counter perceived loopholes
and, of course, raising taxes. Managers
therefore need efficient tax functions that
are fully integrated into all areas of their
organisations.

For private equity, tightening permanent
establishment requirements in many
countries are a particular challenge,
bringing entities previously not liable to
local tax into the tax net. 

Investors demand trust and
transparency
Institutional investors are also influencing
change. They are demanding higher
standards of corporate governance,
operational and reporting standards,
along with more transparency into
compliance, risk management, the
investment portfolio and the control
environment. Operational due diligence
has now become the first step when
evaluating managers – if the manager
does not have robust operations many
investors will not invest.

In the hedge fund sector, investors are
focusing on a range of governance issues,
notably the independence of fund boards
and remuneration. From an operations
perspective, there is increasing scrutiny of
administrators and prime brokers and an
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assessment of their true “independence”
from the investment manager. 

Seeking reassurance, many institutional
investors want to invest with managers
that have assurance reports such as SAS
70s in place. 

Tailoring product ranges
Managers must also be prepared to tailor
their product ranges to the needs of
different investors. In Europe, the
popularity of UCITS demonstrates a
demand for onshore tightly regulated
product. At the same time, more
experienced institutional investors
continue to favour products with less
investment restrictions. 

Additionally, just as some investors
have questioned the value added by
funds of funds, lower cost exchange
traded fund products and index funds are
gaining traction. 

Conclusion
Five years from now, the alternative
investment sector will be transformed.
There will be fundamental changes in
fund governance, the way that managers
operate and the range of products on
the market.

Yet institutional investor assets will flow
to the managers that adapt successfully to
the changing market. As a direct result of
the lessons of the recent credit crisis,
there is great opportunity for the best
alternative investment managers.
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Growing investor interest in
philanthropic investing is being
matched by increasing
opportunities for profit.

Until recently the idea of both investing in
a grassroots project in the world’s poorest
corners and hoping to turn a reasonable
profit were seen as mutually exclusive. If
you wanted to assist you donated to
charity. If you wanted to invest you
looked for a more traditional opportunity.

Times have changed. There are now
mutually beneficial opportunities for both
sides of a market whose size may reach
US$500bn within a decade.1 On one side
of the market are institutions and
investors that want to improve living and
working conditions in the long-term while
at the same time generating investment
returns. On the other side of the market
are cash-starved, developing world
entrepreneurs and communities seeking
investment for enterprises, enhanced
infrastructure, utilities or services that
promote sustainable growth. 

Bridging the divide between both sides of
the market through appropriate vehicles
is the key to creating long-term
opportunities for all.

Investor groups
Two distinct groups of investors are active
in this market, although it is important to
note that significant crossover can occur,
particularly with regard to philanthropy. 

Investors in the first category comprise
private investors and commercial
institutions. While they aim to make
social and environmental improvements,
they must also achieve investment returns
in order to justify ongoing involvement –
a crucial factor to satisfy if greater
volumes of finance are to be unlocked. 

The second category of investors, being
governments, intergovernmental
organisations, development finance
institutions and civil society players, may
give capital on very favourable terms, or
forgo commercial returns via donation or
subsidy. They may also be more likely to
have a ground-level understanding of
projects through hands-on involvement.

Both categories of investors are crucial to
the Third Sphere of impact investing.
Each party can complement the other in
terms of expertise and focus as they
typically represent different disciplines.
For example, one group will bring vital
social and cultural knowledge, while the
other group will bring financial acumen.
The guiding principle for both is that the
projects invested in be enriching in a
societal context – not just profitable in
financial terms.

Types of opportunity
Examples of impact investing are
incredibly diverse, but can be broken
down into a number of broad areas,
including reducing poverty and hunger,
improving health, greater education and
environmental sustainability. Projects
may, in fact, touch on more than one of
these areas at the same time.

Within poverty alleviation, microfinance
(including micro-credit and micro-
insurance) is one of the most widely
recognized and successful investment
types. Access to loans, savings and
insurance products can enable an
impoverished population to smooth
consumption, build assets, develop
enterprises and manage financial risks.
The success of microfinance is due, in
part, to the nature of the business model,
which provides clear investment
opportunities with quantifiable returns.

In health and education, the barriers to
impact investing are higher. In health, the
volatility of funding flows between
donors and recipients affects bargaining
power and cash management (for
example inefficient order sizes), however
this has not prevented financial
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institutions from developing innovative
solutions for financing healthcare
programs on the ground. Similarly,
education lacks a strong multilateral
framework. Yet progress is being made via
micro-businesses offering low-cost
education materials such as textbooks,
computers and teaching aids.

Environmental sustainability covers a
wide spectrum projects ranging from
areas as diverse as agriculture, carbon
trading, energy efficiency and many
others. In one example of the latter, a
public private partnership agreed to
create a fund that would finance energy
efficiency projects in the western Balkans
and Turkey, mostly by expanding and
strengthening the provision of loans
through local financial institutions.
Investors into the fund can purchase notes
at varying levels of risk and return.

The opportunities involved in Third
Sphere investing are substantial. Viable
economic returns are possible for
investors, while the overall impact of the
investment contributes to a value chain
that allows for new and profitable
investments later on. As communities
develop and become prosperous, so too
do the possibilities for further investment.
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US$500bn
Times have changed. There are now mutually
beneficial opportunities for both sides of a market
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As governments everywhere grapple
with pension affordability, the
UK’s initiatives potentially highlight
the need for asset managers serving
this market to reconsider their
strategies.

Pensions have never been higher in the
public consciousness. The raft of
announcements from the new UK
coalition government have sparked
considerable comment, while proposals
to raise the retirement age in France have
brought people onto the streets. When
aligned to pension fund changes that
corporates are already introducing, the
pensions market is evolving at its fastest
pace in decades. This will require
significant changes in products from
financial services providers and
asset/fund management organisations.

In the UK, where the state pension age is
being raised to 66 and beyond, we believe
the actual retirement age will need to rise
to 70 if retirees want to maintain the level
of comfort that we have all come to
expect – unless they are in a very well
funded private scheme. Importantly,
retirement will start to look very different
from what we are used to. Working part-
time after the age of 60/65 will become
more common, with people taking on
different roles, perhaps moving to
becoming mentors or trainers. We cannot
afford to build a new ‘glass ceiling’ into
the workplace.

Turning to financing, retirement annuity
products will have to change substantially
to reflect this new retirement and
workplace model. People will want to
accumulate pension savings and spend at
the same time. They will need flexibility
to draw down savings for key life events –
which may include the ability to pass
‘wealth’ across generations.

Implications for asset
managers
Firstly, given the UK government changes
on auto-enrolment, National Employment
Savings Trust (NEST) and public sector
pensions, there will be substantial ‘new
monies’ that require to be invested.
Projected funds under management, even
for the default investment of NEST, range
from £100bn to £300bn. This is a
substantial sum for the industry to
manage. Will it just be UK based
institutions that will invest these
additional sums? Another challenge to be
addressed is whether there is sufficient
market capacity for investable assets
resulting from these new monies?
Additionally, the introduction of NEST
may lead to much greater transparency
on the cost of provision and investment
return. How will the industry respond
to this? Linked to this, many existing
pension product providers are
questioning and reviewing the
profitability of their range of products
and existing contracts for Group Personal
Pensions etc. How will these changes
affect existing pricing?

Secondly, government, employers,
commentators, industry bodies and the
financial services industry will want to
increase consumers’ understanding of
their options in this new world. How
will the asset management industry
support this?

Lastly, these are just the first
consequences of the changes planned
by government. The retirement world
will continue to change and evolve
substantially over the next few years.

Given all these reforms, it is clear that a
number of players in the retirement
market need to reconsider their strategies.
However, this should not be viewed as
doom and gloom; in this new world there
will be real opportunities to define the
market and products – particularly for
asset management – from a UK and
international perspective.
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Mounting pressure for increased
tax revenues and greater
transparency in tax matters,
coupled with an onslaught of
regulatory changes and changing
investor demands, has put the
tax function at the forefront of
company and investment decisions.

The global economic crisis is reshaping
tax policy across the world. Governments
are in desperate need of more revenues
but do need to realise that taxes could
distort economic growth or obstruct
cross-border activities. In order to
maximise revenue collection,
governments have intensified their fights
against tax fraud and evasion by pushing
for more transparency, tax information
exchange and increased tax enforcement.
The crisis has also triggered a whole
spectrum of new regulatory legislation,
the tax implications of which are only
now being considered. Beyond this,
investors are also requiring more
transparency and information. 

The governments’ demand for greater
transparency in tax reporting is one of the
biggest challenges asset managers face.
The US Government passed the Foreign
Account Tax Compliance Act into US law
in March 2010, greatly increasing
information reporting for foreign
investment partnerships and funds. The
G20 finance ministers and central bank
governors have engaged the OECD to
increase the information exchange, and
within the EU the political debates about
banking secrecy legislation are among the
most delicate topics. In this respect, the
European Commission has also made a
proposal to amend the existing EU
Savings Directive. Funds must not only
comply with these new rules, but also
need to consider their impact on current
product offerings and investors.

Tax raising measures
As they strive to reduce budget deficits,
several countries have announced higher
taxes and increased audit activity. Also,
taxing authorities around the world are
scrutinising treaty-based platforms,
causing some managers to review their
structures and making rigorous planning
important. The increased focus on
beneficial ownership and securities
lending positions will also cause
custodians to review their current
positions.

In some European countries, tax
legislation is being used to maintain or
increase their competitiveness as asset
management centres. Whether the UCITS
IV directive achieves its full potential as a
driver of increased industry efficiency
depends to a large degree on overcoming
tax barriers. And tax will also influence
decisions about how to deal with the
upcoming AIFM Directive. In addressing
questions like where to base the asset
manager and the fund, business, legal and
tax people must work side-by-side.

Improving the tax function
In today’s climate, it is no surprise to see a
number of asset managers turn their
attention to reviewing the controls,
processes and governance surrounding
both their tax positions and their
investors’. Non-compliance may not only
lead to unexpected tax costs, but also
reputational risks. Asset managers should
consider where responsibility for
operational taxes sits and how risks are
controlled and monitored.

Current developments will impact front
and back-office activities. To stay abreast
of increasing tax rates and shifting
regulatory and tax legislation, asset
managers need to integrate tax functions
within their businesses. An overarching
and coherent tax policy, implemented by
a competent tax function, has become a
clear source of competitive advantage.
The tax agenda needs to be at the
forefront of company and investment
decisions: ranging from what trades to
make, to what structure to embrace, to
which investor to take on.

Asset management

Business-critical
implications of tax,
and why this should
be on everyone’s
radar
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The US Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act potentially impacts
all non-US financial institutions
and may be a dress rehearsal for
wider OECD and EU-sponsored
systems.

In March this year the US introduced
FATCA – the Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act; a simple concept with
far-reaching consequences. From January
2013, all non-US investment banks,
insurance companies, hedge funds,
private equity funds and other foreign
financial intermediaries will be subject
to certain information gathering,
withholding and reporting requirements
with the US tax authorities, or suffer
a 30% withholding tax on certain US
source income. Such income includes
the gross proceeds from the sale or
disposition of property that produces
US source dividends and interest, as well
as swap payments and manufactured
dividends that are determined by
reference to US source dividends. Any
amounts withheld generally are not
refundable or creditable unless the
recipient of the income is entitled to the
benefits of a tax treaty with the US.

It would be a mistake to underestimate
the impact of FATCA or to assume that it
is an aberration of the current US political
climate. Stricter tax controls will be a
feature of the post financial crisis world
and many governments are using the
heightened focus on transparency and
reporting to strengthen their defences
against tax evasion. FATCA is the US
response to evasion by its own citizens
and to perceived collusion by

international financial intermediaries.
Other governments are watching the
progress of FATCA with great interest. 

OECD and EU initiatives
The OECD has set up a work stream called
TRACE (Tax reporting and Compliance
Enhancement) which would create a
global investor reporting system. The
EU Commission has published its own
recommendations for a European
withholding and reporting regime which
closely mirrors the OECD proposals.
The OECD and EU proposals differ from
FATCA in one respect only. They envisage
that the reporting of investor information
would be to source countries who would
then share the information under TEIAs
(Tax Information Exchange Agreements)
or Tax Treaties rather than directly back
to the residence country (the US in the
case of FATCA).

FATCA has profound implications for
all non-US financial institutions with
US customers or which invest in US
securities, regardless of whether they
actually have US account holders. It will
require many institutions to extensively
modify their internal customer
information and reporting systems.
Any non-US institution holding US
securities will be required to establish
whether or not it has direct or indirect
US account holders, and then report on
any such US account holders or suffer
a 30% withholding. 
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European lobbying
In the highly intermediated world of cross
border portfolio investment, it is often
extremely difficult to identify the ultimate
beneficial ownership. This is especially
true of collective investment vehicles such
as UCITS, exchange-traded funds, fund-
of-funds and mutual funds generally.
The funds industry is engaged in intensive
lobbying and the European Asset Funds
Management Association has engaged
PwC to assist in this process. It is hoped
that the final FATCA proposals will
provide a carve-out for low-risk, widely-
held (as well as publicly-traded) vehicles.
EFAMA is currently engaged in detailed
discussions with the US Treasury on how
such a carve-out would work. 

All non-US financial institutions are
potentially impacted by FATCA which, in
itself, may turn out to be a dress rehearsal
for much wider OECD and EU sponsored
systems. Every financial institution needs
to understand the legal, tax, regulatory
and systems implications of FATCA. The
implementation date of January 2013
provides an opportunity to influence the
outcome and to get businesses ready to be
compliant. 
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After retreating to domestic
markets for several years, the real
estate industry is seeing the return
of global opportunities, but also
global challenges.

Having peaked in the period immediately
prior to the liquidity crisis of the summer
of 2007, real estate fund launches are
expected to touch fresh lows in 2010. The
peak for fund launches was also the peak
for cross-border real estate investment
more generally and, since the crisis, real
estate capital has largely restricted itself
to a domestic horizon. 

There are, however, reasons for optimism.
Real estate remains an appealing asset
class and evidence suggests that many
investors are delaying rather than
abandoning investment plans. There are
also new entrants to the market such as
sovereign wealth funds and other
institutions that have not previously
invested in real estate as an asset class. 

Three years ago, at our November 2007
real estate client conference in Vienna, we
looked at the impact of economic
globalisation and demographic change, in
particular the shift of economic power
from the G7 countries to the major
emerging economies, which we dubbed
the “E7”. Events since then have
accelerated the process. Most of the large
developed countries are showing
persistent economic weakness, with
sluggish growth and high unemployment.
In contrast, growth in the major emerging
economies of Brazil, Russia, India and
China (the BRICs) is accelerating. 

However, as the BRICs face the challenge
of much weaker economic growth in
developed economies, they will need to
replace exports with domestic demand
(household consumption; investment;
government spending) as the primary
engine of growth. The emergence of new
middle classes will not only create an
appetite for assets in which to invest, for
example through the burgeoning demand
for shopping malls, but also a supply of
capital as the same people look to provide
for their old age. 

The winners among fund managers will
be the ones who develop product to cater
for the risk, liquidity and portfolio-
building requirements of these investors.
Within the insurance sector, which is a
major player in retirement provision, the
European Union’s Solvency II directive
and similar legislation elsewhere in the
world, will impact how firms approach
this. The appetite for new vehicles that
blur the boundaries between traditional
segregated accounts and funds also adds
complexity.

Converging regulation, tax
and investor demands
New regulation in the European Union
and in the United States is also a global
issue and will introduce a new level of
direct regulatory burden on fund
managers. Changes to tax legislation and
practice are also becoming a major
consideration when structuring funds,
deals and the new managed accounts.
Moreover, the tax authorities’ increasingly
robust challenges to tax planning will
require much greater attention to detail in
structuring and a more rigorous ongoing
risk management process.

Yet an even greater push in terms of
reporting is coming from investors. Fund
managers are working harder to satisfy
investors’ hunger for information during
due diligence and on an ongoing basis.
We are also seeing the first signs of
demand for third-party verification,
through the use of independently-verified
controls reporting or independent
attestation of fund performance track
records used in fund-raising. While many
traditional asset managers have been
required to demonstrate the effectiveness
of their internal controls by providing
independently-audited controls reports to
institutional investors for many years, real
estate fund managers have not previously
faced the same pressure. 

Going forward, then, the sources of assets
and capital will be global, but so will the
challenges of regulation, tax, governance
and transparency. For those firms that
master the complexities of these
international trends, there will be
opportunities.
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Regulation has hit the headlines for the
real estate community in 2010. The long-
running AIFMD drama has reached final
agreement and its impact on the real
estate community is becoming clearer.
But beyond AIFMD, there is a raft of other
regulatory change which will impact the
real estate industry either directly or
indirectly. Consequently, managers need
to consider carefully how they structure
products and funds to meet investor
needs in an ever-changing regulatory
environment. 

AIFMD
Clearly the AIFMD will have a wide-
reaching effect. The need for
authorisations, reporting and compliance
with certain custody / depositary
provisions is likely to increase costs and,
therefore, to reduce returns. The ability to
market non-EU funds to EU investors is
critical for current structures. The agreed
position that allows national placement
regimes to operate for two years, with
movement on a transitional basis to a
passport for non-EU funds, is a better
outcome than had seemed possible earlier
in the summer. What remains to be seen,
however, is the conditions that the new
European Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA) will apply. Details of
these will emerge as the underlying

regulation is drafted in the coming
months, so there is still time to get points
of view across and to influence the
regulatory regime’s final form.

Less obviously, but also critically, the real
estate industry will need to understand
investors’ key concerns. For example,
pension funds may require managers to
demonstrate high standards of
compliance to reduce any perceived risk
to client funds, and to ensure they cannot
be criticised for their choice of
investment. 

If the AIFMD makes it more costly to
access EU investors, as appears to be the
case, managers may decide to set up
separate structures for investors in the EU
and those outside the EU. There is no one
correct answer – it will depend on the
location of potential investors and the
benefit, if any, to the fund of being able
to access the EU marketing passport by
setting up in the EU with an EU manager. 

Recent drafts have included potentially
helpful exemptions for holding companies
and joint ventures (though detailed
drafting is yet to begin) and transitional
provisions. These mean the directive
will not apply to certain closed-ended
funds which have reached the end of
their investment periods or are short-life
funds only. 

Insurance, derivatives
and banking regulations
Beyond AIFMD, the new regulatory
regime for the insurance industry
contained in Solvency II is likely to affect
real estate fund structures and their
attraction to investors. Solvency II will
make investors consider the balance
between the level of capital required by
insurance companies and the availability
of higher returns from equity and
property, as compared to corporate bonds
which carry a lower capital requirement.

The European Markets Infrastructure
Regulations which will regulate the
derivative market currently applies to all

firms falling within the AIFMD’s scope.
Broadly, this means that margins on
hedging transactions taken out to cover
floating rate loans for property purchases
will have to be funded. Lobbying efforts
to prevent this applying to real estate
vehicles and structures have so far fallen
on deaf ears. It is not yet clear what
practical effect these provisions will have
on structures, but probably they will in
future avoid debt requiring additional
deposits to cover derivative exposure.
Potentially, this could encourage a move
to fixed- rather than floating-rate debt.

Lastly, Basel III should not be forgotten.
The new capital rules will make banks
consider the relative costs of capital for
loans relating to liquid and illiquid assets.
Banks with capital constraints would
possibly be more likely to lend against
liquid assets than real estate. 

US investment adviser rules
Outside the EU net, some of the non-US
based real estate managers may now be
subject to registration in the US for the
first time under the Dodd-Frank Wall
Street Reform & Consumer Protection
Act, which introduces an amendment to
the investment adviser regime. This
depends on the number of US investors,
assets under management and the types
of investment made. Real estate managers
with US interests should review the
legislation carefully. If the regime applies
to them, they will need to review their
regulatory and compliance structures
before the July 2011 registration
deadline, after which they will be subject
to Securities & Exchange Commission
scrutiny.

The interaction of all the various
regulatory provisions coming into play
over the next few years makes it
inevitable that regulation will have huge
significance in structuring real estate
transactions in future – particularly with
regards to accessible markets and cost
implications. Finding the right solutions,
for both regulation and tax, will be a
primary consideration. Real estate
businesses will also need to ensure that
they are operationally fit for purpose to
meet regulatory reporting and
compliance requirements – a new
challenge for many players. 

The interaction of all the
regulations being introduced over
the next few years will affect
transaction structuring and place
demands on operational
compliance.
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While the standstill and stabilising
cashflows remains the best option
for distressed real estate, there will
be more options as the market
recovers.

European real estate is still facing
challenging times. Although the
European economy is slowly recovering,
major uncertainties remain. Concerns
centre on whether the withdrawal of
government stimulus packages will choke
off recovery, and how the financial system
will digest the large amount of real estate
debt on banks' balance sheets and the
commercial mortgage-backed securities
that are maturing. 

In the past boom cycle, real estate
financing was easy to obtain. With real
estate collateral expected to appreciate,
banks and other financing partners
offered loan amounts of up to 100% of the
purchase price. The financial crisis ended
this practice and loans with LTVs above
70% are now not so readily available.

Since most real estate financings have
been closed for five years, we now
observe the maturing of those loans
issued in the boom years 2006 – 2007.
The European commercial mortgage-
backed security (CMBS) market
highlights the current need for
refinancing: until 2017 approximately
600 CMBS structures with around €65bn,
thereof €55bn until 2014, are maturing.
In addition, the European banks have
approximately €200bn of non-performing
loans on their balance sheets.

Bank options
So what options does a financing bank
have when dealing with maturing and
under-collateralised real estate loans?
Basically, the bank can either seek a short-
term exit by selling the loan or the
property to other real estate or debt
investors, or aim for a medium- to long-
term solution through securitisation,
standstill, deed-in-lieu or forced
administration. While the short-term exit
via a discounted pay-off or a short-term
"fire" sale will probably result in loan
losses, the latter does require some extra
efforts in order to stabilise the borrower
and the property's cashflows. 
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Option Definition Time Horizon

Discounted Pay-Off Sell the maturing loan to another bank or investor at a lower price Short

Sale Disposal of property either in agreement with the borrower Short
or not (short term-pressured disposals often result in
lower prices – "fire sale")

Securitisation Prolong the loan "as-it-is" and seek securitisation Medium-long

Standstill Prolong the loan (possibly under new contract) and seek to Medium-long
improve the long term position of the bank

Deed in Lieu Debt-to-equity swap, taking the engagements on the Long
balance sheet

Forced Administration Implementation of forced administration, paying directly to Long
the creditor

€200bn
European banks have approximately €200bn of
non-performing loans on their balance sheets.



So far, there have been very few fire sales
visible in the market. Also, transactions of
the Sub- or Non-Performing-Loans (SPL /
NPL) with a discounted pay-off for the
selling bank have been scarce. While the
UK and Spain have seen several deals,
other markets like Germany or Italy have
been quiet. As internal rate of return
expectations from some investors in the
distressed debt sector have fallen from 20-
25% to around 15%, we assume a further
convergence of bid- and ask-prices for the
next 12 months.

Securitisation via CMBS has been
virtually dead during the two years since
the Lehman bankruptcy. At the same
time, the number of loans under special
servicing has increased significantly.
With these difficulties, it is unlikely that
the CMBS channel will be open for the
large number of loans restructuring in the
near future. 

Just like securitisation, the other medium-
to long-term solutions ― standstill, deed-
in-lieu and forced administration ―
require not only a bettering market
environment, but also restructuring of the
borrower and his properties. So far, these
have been the preferred option in the
market (especially the standstill). 

What measures can real
estate companies take?
Securing debt financing is vital for real
estate companies. However, on top of
declining property values, increasing
vacancy rates and decreasing net rental
income, real estate companies have
suffered from restrictions on real estate
financing through reduced loan offerings,
increased margins and strict covenants.
So stabilisation of cashflow in order to
prevent a company from defaulting on a
loan is essential. This can be achieved
through professional asset and portfolio
management, which helps to identify the
additional potential of the underlying real
estate assets. 

Another option is the sale of assets and
sub-portfolios. This measure offers two
advantages. The disposal of non-
performing assets may help increase the
cashflow of the portfolio if assets with a
negative cashflow after financing are
sold. Performing assets that achieve a
good sales price, and hence enable a high
pay-back of debt, can help to reduce the
financing cashflow and so have the effect
of increasing the portfolio’s positive
cashflow. 

A third asset-related option is the
reduction or postponement of investment
into the portfolio’s assets. While
redevelopment or extension measures can
often be postponed without incurring
negative effects on the property cashflow,
this may not be the case for replacement /
refurbishment measures. Delaying these
investments can often lead to tenants
moving out or investing themselves in
exchange for rent-free periods. Both
possibilities result in a lower operating
cash flow from the asset. 

In the current unfriendly market
environment, restructuring and a long-
term work-out seems to be the best way to
secure the highest recovery for both
equity and debt investors. This perception
of the standstill as the best strategy for
both parties may change though, once
the market environment improves. 

Do we already see signs of
market improvement?
The next 12-18 months will be driven by
the following topics:

• Impairment of loans on bank balance
sheets: We expect that some European
banks will use a conservative approach
for the 2010 balance sheet.

• Stabilisation of rents: In most European
markets rents have already stabilised
for core properties in major markets.
We still expect challenges for older
properties in B- and C- locations were
capital expenditure has been postponed
over the last few years.

• Investment markets improve: We are
already seeing tough competition for
core real estate investments in most
European markets due to high liquidity
from institutional investors. For
distressed (debt) investments, IRR
expectations were partly reduced and a
further price convergence will help the
transactions market to recover. 

As the market improves over this time,
real estate restructuring will have more
options.
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Increasing utilisation of public
sector real estate and releasing
value require new methods of asset
management that the public sector
often does not possess.

Following the economic downturn, many
European countries’ stretched fiscal
positions require governments to make
more efficient use of resources. Real
estate represents both a major cost and,
potentially, a source of substantial capital
value. But increasing utilisation and
securing efficient capital management
brings a number of challenges. To
overcome these challenges, the public
sector must increase the coordination of
its activities and apply modern asset
management skills which it seldom
possesses.

Public sector real estate is the land and
buildings necessary for executing the
services of governments, authorities,
defence, healthcare, etc. Essentially, it is
a back office process which should be
managed according to the principles of
corporate real estate. However, it differs
from private sector real estate in specific
ways. For example, operating in a
political environment inevitably brings
diffuse governance practices and a lack of
distinct control systems. Furthermore,
public sector real estate has often, at least
historically, been provided on an internal
market basis, implying that market signals
are often missing as a basis for financial
control. Commonly, low cost for a
minimum level of quality is now the
prime goal.

Becoming more efficient
The first challenge in becoming more
efficient is to understand real estate
portfolios’ content and nature. For
historical reasons, portfolios are not
always well documented. Getting a grip
on the current situation usually requires a
high-level overview – a difficult task for

decentralised organisations where real
estate is not a core business. By organising
and structuring basic information,
organisations can make thorough,
fundamental asset analyses.

The next challenge is to understand
future occupation requirements. Here,
co-ordinating planning of frontline
activities and real estate is crucial.
This is key in the public sector as many
real estate investments have limited
alternative uses and political decisions
can rapidly change the nature of frontline
activities. From an asset management
perspective, a multi-dimensional risk
analysis reconciles the prerequisites of
public sector activities with the principles
of real estate management.

Divesting surplus assets
Having identified the real estate resources
in place, and organisations’ future needs,
conclusions can be reached about
divesting. Many countries have a surplus
of real estate that could, potentially,
be sold to the private sector in order to
release capital. But historically the public
sector has limited experience of
organising and executing large-scale
divestment processes. Also, assets
operated in an internal public sector
market must be carved out and prepared
to meet the expectations of the private
sector market. Support from parties
understanding the two worlds of public
and private sector real estate is required.

The public sector is at a point of massive
change. Looking forward, more services
will be produced with fewer resources,
altering both frontline activities and
support functions, such as real estate.
Also, governments in many European
countries are planning huge disposals of
real estate assets to cover budget deficits.
A clear success factor in this change
process is to involve modern and more
market-driven asset management
methods to achieve a more rational
handling of costs and capital. For asset
managers, this provides an opportunity
both to bring in knowledge and an
injection of new assets in the market.
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While corporate tax rates are
falling, indirect taxes are rising with
significant effects on real estate
companies and their tenants.

During the past decade, corporate tax
rates in Europe and elsewhere have fallen
steadily. In the EU, the central and eastern
European states that acceded to the
Union in 2004 and 2007 embarked on a
competition in corporate tax rates, with
Bulgaria lowering the benchmark to as
little as 10%. To avoid production fleeing
their countries to the new tax havens,
core EU states like France and Germany
followed the trend and lowered taxes
themselves.

Real estate investments gained from this
trend. Low capital gains taxes made
transactions easier. Lower taxation of
property developers stimulated real estate
development. Lower taxes for investors
increased after-tax return from property
investments, making them more
attractive. All of this helped the real
estate sector.

Moving to a harsher
tax environment
But the financial crisis changes
everything, although this is not
immediately apparent. So far, there is no
clear indication that corporate income tax
rates have stopped falling. The UK has
announced a 4% reduction in corporate
taxes, while Hungary recently proposed
a flat 16% tax, down 3%. Does this mean
there is not a harsher tax environment?

Looking at indirect taxes, it is clear
immediately that governments are raising
taxes. In the EU alone, six countries have
announced VAT rate rises in 2011. Take
the UK, where the corporate tax rate will
be lowered but VAT has been increased
from 15% to 17.5%, and now to 20%.

In Germany, land tax and real estate
transfer tax rates are on the rise. Several
federal states have announced increases
from 3.5% to up to 5%, and cities are also
raising rates.

The effect of indirect taxes
Direct taxes have a direct impact on real
estate investments. Whatever the income
for a property, the gain of a developer or
a vendor of property, the corporate tax
burden is a function of the investment’s
economic success.

With indirect taxes this is different.
Usually, VAT is deductible if a property is
used for VAT taxable purposes. But VAT
becomes a cost where it is not deductible.
Take a property developed for a bank or
insurance company tenant. VAT on the
construction cost may not be deductible
in this case, and an increase in VAT
impacts the owner of the building or
the tenant, depending on whether or not
the owner can pass the VAT cost on to
the tenant.

The same goes for land tax, which is
charged on to the tenant in most
countries. The tax either increases the
rent for the tenant or, when there are
vacancies, is a cost to the owner.

While direct tax rates may mask the truth,
in reality the tax environment is getting
harsher, especially regarding indirect
taxes like VAT and land tax. This means
owners and developers of real estate need
to be aware of indirect taxes’ effects on
both them and their tenants.
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The EU directive’s final draft
compromise text prepares the way
for EU investors to continue to
access offshore funds.

The final draft compromise text of the
Alternative Investment Fund Managers
directive (AIFMD), which has now been
approved by all groups of European
legislators, is generally thought to be a
substantially better result for the
industry than some of the earlier drafts,
particularly in relation to the third
country provisions. Within the offshore
centres of the Cayman Islands, British
Virgin Islands and Bermuda, home to the
vast majority of offshore hedge funds,
there is some relief.

With earlier drafts of the AIFMD
prohibiting third-country managers from
marketing their non-EU funds in Europe,
the impact of the AIFMD on offshore
funds concerned many within the
investment management industry.
However, the latest text contains a dual
system which would eventually allow for
an EU passport for non-EU funds to
co-exist for a period alongside national
placement regimes. Initially, private
placement regimes will be the main
mechanism through which EU investors
access non-EU based funds, with the
passport potentially introduced two years
after the implementation of AIFMD,
followed by a potential phasing out of
private placement regimes after 2018.

‘Third-country’ rules
The ‘third-country’ aspects of the AIFMD
that apply to non-EU territories can be
summarised as follows:

• Retention of the existing country-by-
country private placement rules
governing distribution of a non-EU
fund throughout the EU (i.e. the status
quo) until at least 2018, subject to funds
complying with disclosure and
reporting requirements and there being

in place cooperation agreements
between the non-EU domicile of
the manager or fund and the EU
jurisdiction into which the fund is to
be sold.

• From 2015, possible introduction of a
parallel so-called passport regime,
provided certain criteria are met,
which will permit non-EU funds to be
distributed on a pan-EU basis.

• From 2015 – 2018, private placement
rules will remain in force alongside
the passport regime. In 2017, the new
European Securities Markets Authority
will review the private placement
regime and recommend whether it
should continue. 

The conditions that third countries will
have to meet under a passport regime are
yet to be agreed. However, they are likely
to include: (a) existence of appropriate
regulator-to-regulator cooperation
agreements, (b) appropriate anti-money
laundering and anti-terrorist financing
laws and regulations, and (c) a network of
OECD model tax information exchange
agreements with EU member countries.

Although there has been much debate in
relation to the third country provisions,
there are also a number of other
important provisions within the AIFMD,
some of which are likely to increase
operating costs. These include the
requirement for EU managers to appoint a
depositary and, particularly, the
provisions in relation to depositary
liability. Looking ahead to full compliance
with the AIFMD (i.e. under a passport
regime), there  are also provisions
regarding delegation, leverage,
remuneration and asset stripping, the
implications of which will need to be
carefully assessed by fund managers. 

Implications for the asset
management industry
The retention of private placement rules
until at least 2018 (and possibly after)
substantially continues the status quo for
non-EU managers running offshore
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funds, subject to managers and funds
meeting the disclosure obligations
applying to EU funds and subject,
importantly, to the offshore regulatory
authorities entering into cooperation
agreements with a number of EU
regulators. 

Looking beyond the private placement
rules to a passport regime, offshore
centres will have to make sure that several
conditions are fulfilled. 

In the Cayman Islands, the largest
offshore centre, these are expected to be
achieved via:

• Existing regulatory cooperation
agreements that the Cayman Islands
Monetary Authority (CIMA) (a full
IOSCO member) is party to, which we
expect will be added to or amended, as
necessary, to comply with the standard
AIFMD cooperation agreement.

• The Cayman Islands’ extensive anti-
money laundering and anti-terrorist
financing laws and regulations (which
have been assessed positively by
international bodies including the
Financial Action Task Force).

• A comprehensive and expanding
network of tax information exchange
agreements, which were recognised as
being compliant with international
standards at the OECD Global Forum
meeting in Singapore as recently
as 30 September 2010, and are
reflected in Caymans’ status on the
OECD ‘white list’.

Inevitably, additional fine-tuning of the
Cayman legislative and regulatory
framework will be required to continue to
meet internationally-accepted regulatory,
transparency and cooperation standards.
CIMA and the government are working
with the private sector to make balanced,
timely and appropriate amendments.

Next steps
The European Parliament is expected to
vote on the latest text on 11 November
2010, at the time of writing. If the vote is
passed, which looks likely, the EU finance
ministers will formally approve the text

on behalf of the Council and this is
expected to take place on either 17
November or 7 December. The text will
then be published in the Official Journal
of the EU marking its assent as a legally
binding act which is likely to take place in
the first or second quarter of 2011. The
deadline for transposition of the
legislation in Member States will be two
years from the publication in the Official
Journal (Q1 or Q2 2013).

Over the next few months, the Level 2
rule making and subsidiary regulations
will be produced by the EU, which
will mark the beginning of the
implementation phase of the directive.
During this phase it is important that
managers step up their lobbying efforts in
order to try and influence the final rules
to ensure the final AIFMD facilitates
effective marketing and reflects
operational practicalities.
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An industry that traditionally
operated outside regulatory
constraints will now have to
consider the consequences of raising
institutional capital in Europe.

The leading global private equity
managers, in terms of funds raised
and diversification of assets, are
predominantly based outside the EU,
either in North America or elsewhere.
Indeed, the private equity managers that
are most attractive to investors today are
often located within emerging markets.
But how will such third-country managers
access European institutional capital
following implementation of the
Alternative Investment Fund Managers
directive (AIFMD)? Indeed, given the
challenges created by the AIFMD will they
want to?

Traditionally, private equity managers
have raised funds through a combination
of private placement and passive
marketing. Passive marketing is a process
whereby the institutional investor makes
a direct approach to the private equity
manager. Passive marketing is not
regulated by the AIFMD.

But the AIFMD places additional burden
on third country private equity managers
accessing EU institutional investors
through private placement regimes –
where the directive requires managers to
meet transparency obligations and to
operate within a set of rules in relation to
EU portfolio companies. 

Third-country private equity managers,
having understood the consequences of
the AIFMD, need to develop strategies
detailing how they will continue to access
European institutional capital. 

The private
placement regime
A non-EU alternative investment fund
manager (AIFM) managing an EU
alternative investment fund (AIF), or
marketing a fund into the EU, must
comply with all the directive’s provisions,
unless the non-EU AIFM can demonstrate
that doing so would be incompatible with
its home country regulatory regime
(which  must offer an equivalent level of
protection to investors). Additionally, the
non-EU AIFM must appoint a legal
representative in the EU to act as a
contact point, and to perform the
compliance function for management and
marketing activities performed in the EU.

Non-EU private equity managers can
continue to access institutional investors
in the EU through the private placement
regime provided they comply with
transparency requirements as set out in
Chapter IV of the AIFMD. These include:

• Filing annual reports for all AIFs,
including disclosure of fixed and
variable remuneration paid to AIFM
staff members.

• Disclosing aggregate remuneration paid
to senior management and AIFM
members of staff, whose actions have a
material impact on the risk profile of
the AIF.

• Onerous portfolio company
transparency obligations that exceed
criteria for small and medium
enterprises; in addition certain there
are reporting obligations for employee
representatives.

• Disclosing the strategic intentions
regarding portfolio companies that are
controlled, including employment
plans.

Additionally, there are asset-stripping
provisions that prevent an AIF
distributing portfolio company reserves
for two years after an acquisition. 
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In order to obtain approval for marketing
an AIF under the private placement
regime, there must be a cooperation
arrangement between the non-EU AIFM’s
domicile and the member state where the
fund is being promoted. Furthermore, the
non EU AIFM’s domicile, and where
applicable that of the fund, should not be
listed as a non-cooperative country and
territory by the Financial Action Task
Force on anti-money laundering and
terrorist financing.

The passport
From 2018, the private placement regime
is likely to be replaced by a passporting
regime, which will additionally require
that a tax information sharing
arrangement is in place between the third
country and each EU member state.

The AIFMD is likely to enter into force
with a transposition period of two years,
during which detailed rules supporting
the primary legislation will be drawn up.
In the case of a closed-end fund that
does not intend to make any additional
investments after January 2013, the AIFM
will not require authorisation. 

Thinking ahead
Non-EU private equity managers
continuing to market to EU institutional
investors should understand the
regulatory consequences and operational
constraints placed upon them by the
directive. Mapping compliance with the
AIFMD will be critical. 

Given the onerous provisions above,
certain non-EU managers may decide
against promoting their funds directly
to EU institutional investors. Passive
marketing can, of course, continue.
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The Tokyo Stock Exchange is
seeking to attract high-frequency
trading by solving the permanent
establishment dilemma facing
many global investors.

In high-frequency trading, high-speed
computers analyse market data and
automatically enter and exit short-term
positions, often holding the positions for
just moments at a time.

Speed is of the essence. Success is
measured in milliseconds. Therefore, to
successfully implement this strategy, it is
critical for traders to access servers near
those of target exchanges – a practice
known as co-location. 

Does co-location trigger
Permanent Establishment?
In Japan, this has raised the question of
whether running a foreign trader’s
programs on a co-located server creates a
taxable presence − a Permanent
Establishment (PE) − in Japan. Existing
law does not make this clear, as it simply
defines a Japanese PE as a branch, factory
or other fixed place of business in Japan. 

To reduce tax uncertainty, the Tokyo
Stock Exchange (TSE) asked the Japanese
tax authorities (NTA) for guidance. It
asked the NTA to confirm that a foreign
trader’s upload and use of trading and
information gathering programs on a
co-located server owned by a prime
broker or other market participant
(“Market Participant”) does not give rise
to Japanese taxation.  

The TSE position as
affirmed by the NTA
In its Inquiry dated 5 November 2009,
the TSE presented the NTA with the
argument that software does not have a
physical presence, so its use cannot give
rise to a PE, even if loaded onto a server
located in Japan, an argument that
closely tracks that of the OECD in its
Model Tax Treaty Commentary.

In its Inquiry, the TSE argued that if the
foreign trader does not own or lease the
server, no PE should result, even if:

• the foreign trader’s upload and
operation of trading and information
programs onto the server is exclusive, 

• the foreign trader’s own software is
loaded onto the server, and 

• the server was bought based on the
foreign trader’s specifications. 

In its response, disclosed in June of this
year (so-called TSE Letter), the NTA
concurred with the TSE’s analysis.

Some unanswered questions
The TSE Letter does not resolve all issues;
some questions remain. For example,
what if the servers are located at the
Osaka Stock Exchange and other
exchanges in Japan, or at an external site?
Does the TSE Letter apply only to servers
owned by Market Participants? 

While questions remain, the TSE Letter is
an important step forward and has given
foreign traders a framework for analysing
tax issues related to high frequency
trading in Japan.
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The third article in our series on
information technology’s critical
role for asset managers focuses on
business intelligence’s practical
applications.

The term Business Intelligence (BI) was
coined by Hans Peter Luhn in an article he
wrote for the IBM Journal in 1958 titled
"A Business Intelligence System”. He
explained that a BI system is one that
understands the complexity of existing
data and can interpret that data to guide
decision makers to reach certain
aspirations and goals. As discussed in our
prior articles, businesses possess an
abundance of data and are constantly
seeking to exploit its value. The BI
concept was developed for that specific
purpose.

Companies routinely look for ways to use
data to make operational and financial
decisions, often leveraging BI software
and methodologies to do so. BI solutions
can be very basic, such as home-made
spreadsheets or databases that aid with
department-level data analysis and
reporting. Or they can be more complex
software packages that are implemented
enterprise-wide to capture and
consolidate data from all branches of an
organization, allowing for drill-down
reporting and, in turn, real-time decision
making.

Within the asset management industry,
common BI functions include
benchmarking, financial and
organizational performance
management, predictive analytics and
data mining. Performing these functions
empowers organisations to take
advantage of data they already possess.
The sections below will expand upon
these BI functions and technology
solutions.

Practical applications
Benchmarking is a widely used BI
function. By comparing one's own
business performance against other
leading industry competitors, this method
exposes areas for potential improvement
and helps management to set achievable
targets. Performance management,
another BI function, is often used in
conjunction with benchmarking to track
current department or organizational
activities against objectives that were set.

Finance departments use both
benchmarking and performance
management to analyze profit and loss
by portfolio manager, to monitor fund
performance across multiple years and
to compare the budget to actual
performance. 

Keeping investors confident and content
is not an easy task, especially in an
unstable financial market. While
transparent and accurate communication
is essential to accomplishing this,
knowing what an investor may be
thinking is also helpful. While BI software
does not exactly read minds, it can
monitor user activity data trends from
electronic file rooms and portals to
anticipate investors’ behaviour. For
example, if a specific investor has
historically logged into a company's
investor portal twice a year for the past
four years but recently logged in six times
within three days, this irregularity could
be reported to investor relations as an
indication of a potential concern.
Through the use of the website's traffic
and activity logs, BI software can position
investor relations to take the necessary
action to reach out to clients.

The most common use of BI within asset
management relates to data mining,
the process of using statistical methods
to extract hidden patterns and trends
from data. Whether the data resides in
a single database or disparate systems,
BI technology can acquire and consolidate
data in order to streamline the analytical
process. Traders use information such as
historical market trends and quarterly
financial statements to inform their
investment strategies. Additionally,
data mining can be used to manage
counterparty risks by highlighting issues
that require deeper analysis or
investigation. For example, data mining
can show whether the short interest in a
counterparty exceeds acceptable levels
and how many news reports are negative.

The English philosopher Francis Bacon
famously said, "Knowledge is power".
In asset management, groups such as the
finance department, investor relations
and operations can be empowered to use
the data they receive in order to make
better decisions. Whether these decisions
relate to tax and finance, relationship
management or general operations,
leveraging technology to maximize the
use of data is an important success factor.
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With the deadline for producing
Key Investor Information
Documents is looming, managers
urgently need to focus on how they
will be able to meet the logistical
challenges of production and
distribution. 

While in principle a relatively
straightforward task, creating the two-
page Key Investor Information Document
(KIID) required under UCITS IV has the
potential to become a logistical nightmare
for asset managers. With a KIID required
for each share class, multiple translations
needed and frequent updates, the asset
manager may have to produce tens of
thousands of such documents each year. 

Typically, the infrastructure needed to
deliver these documents exceeds that
currently in place to support the existing
simplified prospectus, fund factsheets and
marketing documentation already
prepared, requiring a review of systems
and related processes and controls. 

While transitional arrangements exist,
all new funds launched post 1 July 2011
will require a KIID, and therefore time is
of the essence. 

In June 2010, PwC and the European
Fund and Asset Management Association
conducted a survey ‘UCITS IV: A time for
change’ which identified the stark fact
that 58% of asset managers had not
considered the cost implications of
changes to their systems and controls to
implement the KIID. Furthermore, of
those who were ahead of the curve and
had considered the costs, some suggested
that “the production of the KIID would be
a significant resource strain”.

Now four months on, with the deadline
looming closer, how is the industry
gearing itself up to deal with this
requirement? 

Recurring issues
Since conducting our survey, we have
monitored our clients’ progress. We have
noted that there are four recurring issues: 

• Scoping
Identifying the numbers of UCITS
funds, their classes, translations,
estimations of updates and the resulting
KIIDs.

• Governance
Considering how the KIID project will
run in the initial set-up period and then
how governance arrangements will be
implemented and monitored when it is
business as usual.

• Production
Evaluating all data requirements and
how to capture and check inputs, with
ongoing monitoring and evaluation
of changes and trigger points for the
re-issuance of KIIDS.

• Distribution
Determining the procedures needed to
ensure that updated and correct KIIDs
are in the hands of potential investors.

Asset managers are applying varying
levels of resource and taking various
approaches to the KIID, placing
responsibility for it with change
management, product development,
marketing or client reporting. The larger,
more self-sufficient houses have created
steering committees to drive forwards the
initiative and build solutions. But the
smaller houses often have limited support
and are seeking market created solutions.

Outsourcing
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While outsourcing provides access to
resources and IT systems that asset
managers are lacking or would rather
allocate to other needs, this solution will
only be as good as the service level
agreement supporting it, the quality of
the asset manager’s data being provided
to populate the KIID and the effectiveness
of the internal controls frameworks at
both parties monitoring the overall
processes. 

For those fund administrators and other
specialist providers intending to offer a
solution, particular challenges remain in
terms of timely production and collation
of information. Indeed, a number of the
constituent parts of the KIID will need to
be sourced directly from the asset
manager, such as objectives and changes
to fund charges; and appropriate
authorisation and release procedures will
need to be agreed. Assigning
responsibilities, clarifying deliverables

and ensuring effective timetables will be
crucial to smooth operation. 

Questions arise for all administrators and
specialists regarding what assurances
they can provide to deliver KIIDs on a
timely and accurate basis. Asset managers
should continue to be aware of the need
to challenge their providers on their
systems’ integrity, their resource
availability and their experience. They
must also demonstrate that they have
effective controls to deliver the wave of
KIIDs that will need to be produced. 

In summary, although some asset
managers, proactive fund administrators
and specialists have made it across the
starting line and are actively developing
and seeking solutions, others are still in
the starting blocks. What is certain is that
all will need to cross the finishing line
sooner than later, and there is no easy
option to take to get there.
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Following concerted pressure,
pension and investment funds have
begun to receive withholding tax
refunds and laws are being
changed.

Many pension and investment funds have
filed refund request and protective
reclaims in various EU Member States for
the recovery of EU withholding taxes on
dividends and interest since 2004. Over
the last year, more and more countries
have either started to make repayments or
suffered defeats in their domestic courts.
Pension and investment funds have
received, or are due to receive, millions of
Euros. 

Some EU Member States still have
legislation which taxes foreign portfolio
investors more highly than their domestic
portfolio investors. According to the
European Commission (EC) Treaty, all
restrictions on the movement of capital
between Member States shall be
prohibited, but as no harmonisation on
these tax matters exists, many Member
States still discriminate foreign portfolio
investors. Budgetary reasons are often the
reason for this.

A pioneering study by PwC in 2005 found
that 18 EU member states had regimes
which made non-resident pension funds
effectively pay higher taxes on interest or
dividends than comparable resident

pension funds. Based on this study, PwC
and the European Federation for
Retirement Provision lodged complaints
with the EC in December 2005. The EC
agreed with these views and started
infringement proceedings in 2007.
Similarly, PwC has lodged complaints
with the EC against seven EU countries
for their discriminatory fiscal treatment of
dividend payments to foreign EU
investment funds. A number of European
Court of Justice (ECJ) cases support the
EC’s view. In the Denkavit case, for
instance, the ECJ confirmed that
outbound dividends must not be subject
to higher taxation in the source State than
domestic dividends. 

Results of pressure
Today, we are seeing the first results of
the parallel pressure at EU and national
level. EU countries that have changed
their law for pension funds due to
continued EC pressure include: Austria,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Italy, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Slovenia, Spain and
The Netherlands. The EC has also
initiated infringement procedures against
Finland, France, Germany and Portugal
regarding their treatment of foreign
pension funds. An EC referral of Denmark
and Sweden to the ECJ is expected.
Recently, the Spanish and French courts
ruled that no withholding taxes should
have been levied on dividend
distributions to foreign pension funds, but
the respective tax authorities require
more information from foreign funds.
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In the Aberdeen case, PwC successfully
assisted a Luxembourg SICAV to claim
back Finnish withholding tax. UK and
Luxembourg funds have also obtained
withholding tax refunds in Norway. Spain
has recently amended its domestic law in
favour of foreign UCITS. In September
2010, the French Tribunal Administratif
suggested an exceptional procedure,
considering the large number of “Fokus
Bank” claims filed by foreign investment
funds. In two cases rendered since April
2010, a French Tribunal ordered a refund
of unduly withheld dividend taxes to
foreign investment funds. The EC has also
starting infringement procedures against
France and Belgium regarding the
discriminatory treatment of foreign
investment funds.

Non-EU investors’ test cases
Non-EU/EEA based investors e.g. based in
Switzerland, the US, etc., may also file
protective claims as EU rules prohibit
restrictions on capital movements
between EU and non-EU countries. The
EC is of the opinion that non-EU investors
have strong arguments and has started
two test cases against EU member states
in 2009. The extension to third-country
residents potentially applies to all
portfolio investors, such as investment
funds, pension funds, charities,
endowments, insurance companies,
banks and sovereign wealth funds.

To safeguard their rights, asset managers
will need to file protective claims within
local statutory time limitations ranging
from three months to five years. In order
to avoid losing out on any payments due
to statutory time limitations, it is strongly
recommended to take quick action as the
2010 year-end is approaching fast. 
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The impact of EU law on real estate
investments cannot be overrated.
Three recent developments provide
proof of this position.

When international investors such as
pension funds invest directly in cross-
border real estate, they are not only
confronted with issues that are specific to
real estate, such as depreciation and roll-
over relief, but also with discrimination in
the form of the source-state exemptions
available to domestic pension funds. A
survey conducted by PwC in 2009 of the
tax regimes in the EU-27, Norway and
Switzerland, revealed 45 areas of
potential discrimination under EU law,
chiefly relating to the special tax regimes
for domestic pension funds, real estate
funds and charities. 

The developments below highlight areas
of discriminatory treatment that have
recently been addressed.

Finnish REIT regime ruled
not state aid 
In a case that sheds new light on the
question of what constitutes state aid in
real estate, the European Commission
(EC) has recently authorised the
introduction of Real Estate Investment
Trusts (REITs) in Finland. The Finnish
REIT regime is being introduced
specifically to encourage investment in
affordable rental housing. Although these
REITs will be exempted from Finnish
corporate income tax, the EC is satisfied
that the scheme does not constitute state
aid as any profits the REITs make must be
distributed immediately and will be taxed
at shareholders’ level. Key to the EC’s view
is the fact that Finland has designed its
REIT regime to make the tax treatment of
a REIT investment on a par with the
taxation of an individual’s direct real
estate investment. In other words, the
Finnish REIT regime is fiscally neutral.

Transfer tax on real estate
shares possibly contravenes
Capital Duty Directive
In a development that may affect the
acquisition of shares in real estate
companies across the EU, in May 2010,
the EC issued a ‘reasoned opinion’ to
Spain requesting it to change its tax
provisions related to the transfer of
securities. Taking the view that when real
estate companies issue shares these
provisions impose a real estate transfer
tax. According to the EC, when a
company issues new shares, this act
should not trigger a real estate transfer
tax for the parties acquiring the shares in
addition to Spanish capital duty. The EC
considers that the Spanish legislation in
question does not comply with Council
Directive 2008/7/EC, as the directive
provides for another tax to be levied in
addition to capital duty on certain
contributions of capital that fall within
its scope. 

Dutch corporate taxation
on real estate not compliant
Citing the principle of free movement of
capital, on 30 September 2010 the EC
announced it had requested the
Netherlands to address several rules to
bring the taxation of non-residents, which
had been treated unfavourably, into line
with the taxation of residents. Firstly, the
EC requested that foreign charities and
church organisations should have the
same exemption from corporate tax as
their Dutch equivalents when investing
directly in Dutch real estate. Foreign
charities and church organisations should
no longer be deemed to carry on an
enterprise in the Netherlands, the EC
said, when investing in Dutch real estate
and rights concerning Dutch real estate. 

Additionally, the EC requested the
Netherlands to change a tax rule
regarding indirect real estate income for
non-resident charities. This rule taxes
income from substantial interests not
forming part of the business capital of
companies established elsewhere in the
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EU, European Economic Area (EEA)
and European Free Trade Area (EFTA),
although income held by domestic
companies is exempt, regardless of
whether it forms part of their business
capital. The Commission considers this
difference in treatment a discrimination
under Article 63 TFEU (free movement
of capital), and controlling participations
of article 49 TFEU (freedom of
establishment). Moreover, the EC says
the Dutch legislation is contrary to
the Parent Subsidiary directive
(90/435/EEC) rules regarding dividends,
since this directive does not provide for a
"business capital" test.

The EC also considers these substantial
interest taxation rules contrary to EU law
for investors other than charities in the
EU, EEA and EFTA area, including foreign
pension funds. 

These are some of the areas where
discriminatory tax treatments are being
addressed. In some other areas, where no
solution has been reached, it is possible
for international investors to negotiate
equal treatment with domestic investors.
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shares in addition to Spanish capital duty. 



Asset Management News is produced by experts in their particular field to address important issues affecting the
asset management industry. If you would like to discuss any aspect of this document, please speak to your usual
contact at PwC or a member of our global or territory leadership team.

Global Asset Management Leadership Team
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